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Criminal Justice System. Hooper, Michael 

The Criminal Justice System, formerly titled Criminal Justice, covers 

the most important aspects of The Criminal Justice System in the 

United States, including individual crimes, broad issues of law 

enforcement, prosecution, and punishment of wrongdoers. 

 

World View of Criminal Justice. Volger, Richard 

This book addresses such issues by bringing together a huge range of 

historical and contemporary research on criminal justice in Europe, 

Asia, Africa, Australasia and the Americas. 

 

Doing Probation Work: Identity in a Criminal Justice Occupation. 

Mawby, Rob 

A great deal has been written about the political, policy and practice 

changes that have shaped probation work but little has been written 

on the changes to occupational cultures and the ways in which 

probation workers themselves view their role. This book fills that gap 

by exploring the meaning of ‘doing probation work’ from the 

perspective of probation workers themselves. 

 

Introduction to Criminal Justice. Lawrence Travis 

Offers a student-friendly description of the criminal justice process—

outlining the decisions, practices, people, and issues involved. 

 

New Criminal Justice Thinking. Dolovich, Sharon 

The New Criminal Justice Thinking addresses the challenges of this 

historic moment by asking essential theoretical and practical questions 

about how the criminal system operates. 
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